NEGATIVE TILT

NEW 701 unit with Negative Tilt
5000lb fully extended wheel lift with 25 degrees of negative and power tilt. The reach of the unit is 79 inches from the tailboard. It comes with Dynamic’s standard 3 year warranty. The unit is based on the original 701 design, but with the benefits of the negative tilt. It now becomes easier to recover a vehicle down a driveway or uneven surfaces. This unit is available with poly fenders, so rust becomes a thing of the past.

SPECIFICATIONS
5,000 lb Self-Loading Wheel Lift
8,000 lb Tow Rating
25 Degree Power & Negative Tilt
Recovery Boom at Boom Head Swivel 8,000 lbs
8,000 lb Planetary Winch
75° Wheel Lift Reach

STANDARD FEATURES
60° One Piece Steel Body
2 Large Top Loading Compartments
Self Centering Cross Bar
Wheel Spacers
Straps, Chains & Ratchets
FMVSS 108 Lamp Group

OPTIONAL FEATURES
Poly Plastic Fenders
Twin Line Recovery Boom
8,000 lb Drag Winch
Twin or Sling Line Winches with 54 Stroke Recovery Boom
Diamond Plate Dress Up Kit
Stainless Steel Pyton
Side Load Tool Boxes
Motorcycle Attachment
Gooseneck or 5th Wheel Attachment

CHASSIS RECOMMENDATIONS
Minimum Cab to Axel
Max. Cab to Axel Tunnel Box
Suggested GVWR
60°
108°
14,500 lbs

3 YEAR WARRANTY
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